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INTRODUCTION
This toolkit is one of the main outcomes of the project

"YesWeKENya" realized thanks to the contribution of

the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union 

and implemented by the organizations 

AICEM, ASES and Yes International.

 

It provides practical examples of 

NFE techniques, HRE acivites 

and how to use those tools.
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Who can use this toolkit and why?
 

All person in charge of youth education, youth engagement and

youth empowerment can use this toolkit. Also in particular could

be used by young people that want to start local activites,

guide/lead a group of youth people bring some changes in their

community and promote Human Rights Education (HRE).

 

How the toolkit can be used?
 

After a general presentation of the project, the toolkit will provide

information about non formal education methodologies and how

to apply them and the impact/action that can create when it

comes to HRE. There are some practical example to be used, tips

to start and plan an educational activity, and then all the already

existing resources to create your own program/activities.
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“Yes,We KENya!”  is a project with the

aim to create a sustainable

cooperation between Africa and Europe

by empowering the youth workers of

the partner organizations with

competencies and tools to become

multipliers of methodologies, to

promote youth active participation and

to foster inclusiveness within their

communities.

The project allowed partners

to create a pool of 21 trainers in 3

countries able to use NFE techniques

and HRE methodology to promote

active citizenship, social inclusion

and democratic values in different

contexts.

About 
the project
Background
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About 
the project
OBJECTIVES

Fostering cooperation between Europe and Kenya.

Improving the quality and recognition of youth

work, by training youth workers as socio-

professional figure.

Enhancing synergies and complementarities with

other education systems, the labor market and

society.

Encourage the application of non-formal learning 

 techniques and HRE methodology, especially

those promoting the acquisition/improvement of

competences and skills.

Use open and flexible learning, virtual mobility,

open educational resources (OER) and better

exploitation of the ICT potential.

The objectives were:

To achieve these objectives, Yes,We KENya proposed a

path to:
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About 
the project
OUTCOMES

Creation a pool of 21 new of trainers  from

partner countries, able to use Human

Rights Education and Non Formal

Education techniques;

Production of a toolkit and a video to

support the use of Non-Formal Education

methodologies and Human Rights

Education;

Development of several follow-up

activities among the participants and

partners of the project regarding Human

Rights promotion and defense realized

through putting into practice the contents

and the tools explored during the Training

course.
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March 2021

Residential Phase

 

7 days of Training

course in Nairobi 

 to reflect about the

power of non-formal

education (NFE) by

experimenting different

kind of activities built

on this methodology.

April - September 2021

Online TC / Local actions

 

Online TC through an

open source platform and

implementation of the

local activites to test the

metodologies acquired

and  spread the value 

of youth participation 

using NFE.

October 2021

Final event

 

4 days of evaluation in

Nairobi to

present the results of

the local activites,

discuss the challenges

emerged, networking and

follow-up.

 

About 
the project
TIMETABLE
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About 
the PROGRAM
YesWeKENya project was 

In particular the Key Action 2 - Capacity building in

the filed of youth. 

Capacity-building projects in the field of youth cover a

range of activities that encourage cooperation

between organisations active in youth, education,

training and other socio-economic sectors in

Programme and Partner Countries from different

regions of the world.

These projects aim to recognize and improve youth

work, non- formal learning and volunteering and link

them to education systems and the labour market.

They also support regional and transnational non-

formal learning mobility schemes to encourage the

participation of youth in society. 

https://www.eacea.ec.europa.eu/grant

s/2014-2020/erasmus/capacity-

building-field-youth-2020

More information:
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PART 1 

METHODOLOGIES

What is Human Rights

Education?

What is Non-Formal

Education?

What is the Blended-learning

methodology?

What is a Pool of Trainers?
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What is Human Rights
Education?
Human Rights Education is a lifelong
process that builds knowledge and
skills, as well as attitudes and
behaviours, to promote and uphold
human rights.

Human Rights Education can be defined
as education, training and information
aiming at building a universal culture of
human rights.

Effective Human Rights Education not
only provides knowledge about human
rights and the mechanisms that protect
them, but also develops the skills needed
to promote, defend and apply human
rights in daily life. 

Human Rights Education also fosters the
attitudes and behaviours needed to
uphold human rights for all members of
society.
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What is Human Rights
Education?
Empowerment through Human Rights

Education is about more than just content.

It can only be achieved if the education

process also includes participatory

learning methods and is relevant to the

daily lives and lived experiences of

learners.

The objective of this lived knowledge and

awareness of human rights principles is to

build a “culture of human rights”: 

a society in which each person is

encouraged and empowered to take the

initiative to respect, protect and

promote the full spectrum of human

rights for all.

HRE means learning ABOUT, THROUGH and

FOR Human Rights.
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What is Human Rights
Education?

Learning ABOUT,

Gaining knowledge and

understanding of human

rights standards,

principles and values, and

learning about the

systems and

mechanisms available to

protect human rights

Learning THROUGH,

Learning and teaching in a

way that respects the rights

of both educators and

learners

Learning FOR,

Empowering individuals to

enjoy and exercise their

rights and to respect and

uphold the rights of others
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What is Non Formal

Education?
NFE is a set of methodologies and techniques

but also an educational, social and political

process that leads to personal and social

transformation. 

NFE is considered to be an organized process

that provides young people with the opportunities

to develop values, skills and competencies that

are not developed in the framework of formal and

informal education.

NFE has a long history and is seen in many

countries as an important form of learning,

personal development, and training for active

participation in society.

NFE encourages the development of

competences from a holistic point of view in

relation to three different areas of the learning

process: knowledge, skills and attitude.
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What is Non Formal

Education?
What is special about Non-Formal

Education is that participants are

actively and voluntary involved

in the education/learning process.

The methods that are used provide

young people the tools to further

develop their skills and

attitudes.

One of the most important

features of this learning process is

the principle of learning by doing.
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What is a 

Blended-learning

methodology?
A blended learning approach combines face-to-

face methods with computermediated

activities to form an integrated instructional

approach. Face-to-face meetings can be used

to engage participants in advanced interactive

experiences.

Meanwhile, the online portion of the course can

provide learners with multimedia-rich content

at any time of day, anywhere the participants

have internet access. 

This allows for an increase in scheduling

flexibility for learners. In addition to flexibility

and convenience for learners, there is evidence

that a blended instructional approach can result

in learning outcome gains and increase

enrolment retention.
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What is a 

Blended-learning

methodology?

E-learning allows participation and

contribution of each individual, such as

through the exchange of experiences and

learning from each other in forum or

through group work; individuals come

together and then join in with a trainer.

NFE and HRE are participatory, aware and

interactive, based on voluntary

participation, designed with objectives 

in mind and processoriented learning groups.

E-learning and NFE have some common features, such as a “community of practices” 

and “peer-produced content”, which are essential in the E-learning process.

It's important to evaluate the context in

which the methodology will be used

beforehand. In fact, an internet connection

it's fundamental. A good alternative could be

uploading contents on a platform or app that,

once are dowloaded, remain always

accessible. Of course, in this case, interaction

is limited but still, people have access to

further contents.
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What is a Pool of

Trainers?

The PoT consists of a group of trainers,

facilitators, leaders and experts in various

fields related to youth NFE and HRE

methodologies.

Depending on the organization, the number

of PoT members may vary, and there might

be a PoT coordinator who creates synergies

between and among the members of the PoT

and also the board and the secretariat to

assure its sustainability. The quoted

methodologies support the process.
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What is a Pool of

Trainers?

The PoT facilitates events and seminars nation-wide or with

international scope, such as processes to consult views of young

people in relation to various issues and youth policies.

The PoT develops educational

processes on topics related

to youth through NFE and HRE

methodologies.

The PoT contributes to the

development of programmes

and policies for training and

capacity building of young people in

NFE and HRE in their country or abroad.
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PART 2 

TRAINING COURSE

Training course in Nairobi

Training course - Special Guest
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Training course 

in Nairobi
Getting to know each other

Human Rights general introduction 

Skills, knowledge, attitude - Youth Pass

Reflection groups 

Factors of discrimination or access to

rights

Challenges and priorities 

What are the tools to solve the

challenges?

*In annex II you'll find some of the Training

Session Outlines used during the TC, to further

explore the activities.
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Training course 

in Nairobi
NFE tools and Advocacy for

participation of young people

Work groups 

Tools for advocacy and education

IT tools for advocacy and education

 Evaluation of the TC and closing 

 

       1. Trainers 

       2. Youth leaders and multipliers 
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Training course 

special guest
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMMES - speech by Nancy Gathigi

Member of the ministry of education

Introduction

Nancy Gathigi, member of the ministry of

education, came to visit us during our training

course to talk about the situation of young

people in Kenya. A situation that also

represents the same challenges that many

young people in many countries around the

world face. AICEM, ASES and YES have always

tried to help young people overcome these

challenges by making them more aware of

their rights and how they can do the

difference. This training course, for example,

was a small step towards greater knowledge

and awareness of the human rights that we

must safeguard defend and promote.
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Training course 

special guest

Youth and Kenyan Constitution

The place of youth in Kenya is well articulated in

the Constitution, Article 55,where the State has

an obligation to take measures and affirmative

action’s programs, to ensure that the youth: 

(a)Access relevant education and training

(b)Have opportunities to associate, be

represented and participate in political, social

economic and other spheres of life;

(c) Access employment; and 

(d)Are protected from harmful cultural practices

and exploitation.”
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Training course 

special guest
Challenges and actual situation for young
peple in Kenya, but also around the world

(1) Lack of access to resources

(2) unemployment

(3) Health related challenges

(4) Skills miss-match

(5) Social issues ( early and unintended

pregnancies, crime and defiant behavior,

organized crime, radicalization and

extremism)

(6) Limited participation in economic, political

spheres

(7) Limited access to safe public spaces

(8) Limited and poor housing

(9) Sexual and gender based violence
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Training course 

special guest
Objectives and solutions - The key priority
areas for the Policy intervention include: 

Supporting youth development, health, nutrition and
wellbeing; 
 Investing in education, training and skills
development;
 Institutionalizing and strengthening apprenticeship
and internship programs;
Addressing youth unemployment, underemployment
and inactivity;
 Building capacity of the youth to fully integrate them
into the Country’s technological transformation; 
 Promoting entrepreneurs, training, mentorship,
internships, attachments, business incubations
and partnerships;
Entrenching positive morals, values, patriotism and
volunteerism for transformative leadership
Supporting effective civic participation and
representation;
 Promoting a crime free, secure, peaceful and
cohesive Country;
 Building of digital skills and leveraging young people’s
natural affinity with technology 
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Training course 

special guest

Conclusion

To conclude, the challenges that young

people and states have to overcome are

many. However, AICEM, ASES and YES

believe that all of us with a small

contribution can make a change. For

example, through this project we gave

the participants the opportunity to

meet each other, create network and

reflect on the challenges they face and

the tools they have to overcome these

challenges, because Yes, We KENya!!!
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PART 3 

RESULTS OF 

THE PROJECT

Local activities

Tips and challenges
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During the residential phase in Nairobi, 

the participants of the TC developed some

ideas for local activities in their communities

to test their new competences as

multipliers.

Through non formal techniques and Human

Rights Education and activities, the

participants trained the youth among their

communities to promote Human Rights.

Local activities

7 local projects have been thought 

during the training phase

3 in Italy,

in Sassari and Rome

3 in Kenya, 

in Nairobi

1 in Spain, 

in Valencia
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ROMA

Healthy Speech Campaign is an italian

online campaign that aims to raise

awareness about the importance of

mental health and its protection as a

fundamental human right. 

This instagram page provides

information through various focus and

bring offers advices to face mental

health issues in our daily life and during

the pandemic time.   

To know more about the campaign:

healthyspeechcampaign

Healthy Speech Campaign
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In Your Shoes

In Your Shoes is an online campaign 

that aims to prevent racial

discrimination against second-

generation’s youth in Italy.

Through diverse interviews, In your

Shoes campaign aims to highlight

diversity and cross cultural origins as

an added value.

To know more about the campaign:

aicem_italia 

ROMA
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In Your Shoes

The participants told us what it like to

feel part of two different cultures,

how unfortunately episodes of

discrimination still happen today and

how change could take place so that

people understand how enriching it is

to be open to different cultures.

To watch the interviews:  testimony 1,

testimony 2.

ROMA
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Sprint Your Talent

SASSARI

The aim of the activity is to raise

awareness among young people, aged

between 16 and 30, about the constant

development of soft skills, not only at

school or at work, but in every area of

their lives, and to try to point out a

number of opportunities to improve

and acquire new ones.

In fact, a series of interviews and

dialogues with young people in the

Sassari area revealed a strong sense of

mistrust regarding the future and their

own potential.

To know more about the campaign:

aicem_italia and SportelloAcliSassari 
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Sprint Your Talent

SASSARI

For this reason, the initiative consists

of an online communication

campaign on social networks. 

The online part will be followed by an

offline event in Sassari, organised on

the basis of the monitoring of the

results of the online survey, during

which a non-formal education activity

will be carried out in order to introduce

participants to the opportunities to

acquire and improve their skills in

relation to their interests, also with a

view to future employment.

To know more about the campaign:

aicem_italia and SportelloAcliSassari 
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In Society

NAIROBI

In Society project aims to raise

awareness among the youth aged from 7

to 16. The children were asked to draw

two different self-portraits: one

highlighting the ideal  character traits

that they would like to have, and the

other describing the character traits the

would not like to have. 

Through self-reflection, they could

identify their qualities and understand

that they can all develop the qualities

they would like to have in order to bring

positive change in their community. 
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bugKE

NAIROBI

bugKE is a kenyan campaign that aims

to raise awareness on the emerging

cyber-related threats that exists

today and best practices to skill users

with the knowledge and shared

responsibility to practice safe and

informed behaviors while interacting

on digital platforms.

To know more about the campaign:

yeswekenya
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What are the opportunities for

youth to access

employment and enterprise loan

opportunities in Kenya?

NAIROBI

The idea was to follow-up the intervention

of Nancy Gathigi during the TC. So, a

brochure was realized collecting all the

opportunities for young people in Kenya. 

Participants studied such opportunities

and then realized an in person activity in

Arboretum Park in Nairobi. They spread the

brochure to the young people present

there and had a small introduction of the

possibilities.

The aim was to multiply the knowledge

and give young people access to their

rights to work and to personal

development. 
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VALENCIA
Los DDHH entre bambalinas

The Spanish participants have set up

a street campaign to raise

awareness on Human Rights

violation, generating an impact

beyond public space.

Through various examples where

Human Rights are being violated, the

objective of this activity was to invite

citizens to reflect on the

importance of Human Rights, its

existence, its fulfillment and the

social value that it is given.

To know more about the campaign: mundoases
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VALENCIA
Los DDHH entre bambalinas

To know more about the campaign: mundoases

Curious passers-by were able to talk

to the team members who were on

hand to establish a dialogue and

answer their questions.

To know more about the process of

this street campaign, we have shared

with you a small overview of the local

activites set up in Aspe and Canals,

through a video summary realized by

mundoases, accessible through this

link.
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Tips and

challenges
What can be relevant for someone
willing to work on Human Rights
Education through Non Formal
Education? 

Following the suggestions from the
participants of YesWeKENya
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Tips 

Short term goals
Planning: make an
efficient division of roles and tasks.

Schedule regularly a team work

meeting  in order to take

stock of the situation.

Plan several small and reachable

steps.

Elaborate a detailed and sustainable

social media editorial plan for each

social page created, graphic support

included (logo, video, pictures,...). 
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Tips 

LONG term goals
Try to affiliate more people in the

project, with specific tasks, in

order to multiply the results and

impact.

If you're going social, and you're

opening dedicated pages/groups

for your project, be prepared to

update them constantly and

publish contents even when you're

not in an active part of your action.

Use the project as an occasion to

improve your skills or learn new

competences.
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CHALLENGES 

Short term goals

If you're planning to develop

activities in public spaces, be

ready to ask for a permit to the

municipality and to provide the

required documents.

Planning a project  if you're living in

different cities/countries can be

difficult.

Try to schedule online meeting

regularly to overcome this issue.
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CHALLENGES 

LONG term goals
Hopefully your project will have a follow-

up and will continue to grow. So, keep

having a good planning to handle all

the inconveniences and news

that you could meet.

When the project is well underway, one

of the challenges will be the research

for funding.

Strengthen the participation to

radio/TV broadcasts in order to multiply

the impact of the project.

*In annex III as said, its important to really

plan the activities and to monitor their

progress, to do so, you should always keep

in mind all the steps and the element of your

action. To do so, here are some useful

templates to be efficient offline and online.
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PART 4 

RESOURCES 

FOR MULTIPLIERS

Online resources

Manuals
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Online resources 

Educational Toolkits

The advocates for Human Rights:

https://www.theadvocatesforhumanrights.

org/human_rights_toolkit

Amnesty international:

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/educati

on/2020/10/write-for-rights-human-rights-

education-toolkits/

Global Campus of Human Rights:

https://gchumanrights.org/education/e-

learning/moocs/promoting-and-protecting-

human-rights-a-global-overview/media-

toolkit.html

Northern Ireland Human Rights

Commission:

https://nihrc.org/uploads/publications/Inspi

ring_Practices.pdf

Australian Human Rights Commision:

https://humanrights.gov.au/introhumanrigh

ts/resources/lesson_2.pdf

The Ombudsman for Children’s Office:

https://www.oco.ie/childrens-

rights/education-materials/

Unicef

https://www.unicef.org/media/77146/file/U

NICEF-CRE-Toolkit-with-appendices.pdf
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What are Human Rights

Italian - https://www.unitiperidirittiumani.it/whatare-human-rights/ 

English - https://www.humanrights.com/what-arehuman-rights/ 

French - http://fr.humanrights.com/ 

Spanish - https://www.unidosporlosderechoshuman os.es/what-

are-human-rights

Human Rights and Business

Equality and Human Rights Commission:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McaE4_ivM-Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCtNx3hHZ08

Children's rights

Australian Human Rights Commission:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHNfaPuoZHM

Online resources 

VIDEOS
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC04P10NX0aoF6A2t1cFFbXw


The following manuals are designed and tested by several organizations in

different countries and proven to be effective for the promotion of HR.

Compass - Human Rights Education

Compasito - Human Rights for Children

Bookmarks - No hate speech actions

We can - Counternarratives to hate speech Gender Matters

Social Inclusion T-Kit

Global Education & Youth Work

 

Education Pack - Council of Europe

MANUALS
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CONCLUSION
Yes we KENya project  gave the opportunity to 3

organizations and 21 young people in 3 different

countries to start a change in their local context.

 

Through this toolkit, our multipliers want to share the

best practices and the methodologies to make the

difference and become actors of the change we want to

see.

 

Indeed, having the correct tool and knowing how to use it

can transform every single person in an agent of change

in our society.

 

If you want to send us feedback to further improve this

toolkit, please reach us at yeswekenya@aicem.it.
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YES WE KENYA!

yeswekenya@aicem.it

https://yeswekenya.wixsite.com/aicem

AICEM

info@aicem.it

https://www.aicem.it

ASES

jovenases@gmail.com

YES INTERNATIONAL

yeskenya@yahoo.com

http://aicem.it/
http://aicem.it/
http://gmail.com/
http://yahoo.com/


YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMMES 

Introduction 

The Kenyan government is fully committed in ensuring that the youth 
realize their full potential to participate in nation building in line with the 
constitution and all regional, international conventions and signed 
charters relating to youth issues. 

According to the Kenyan constitution, (article 260, section q),” a youth 
means the collectivity of all individuals in the Republic who- 

(a) Have attained the age of eighteen years ;but
(b) Have not attained the age of thirty five years”

However, being part of the global community and a signatory to various 
treaties and conventions which also form part of the Kenya law, we are 
cognizant of the varying definitions of who a youth is; the UN defines a 
youth as any person aged between 15 to 24 years while the African 
Union‘s Youth charter put a youth in 15 to 35 years. All these definitions 
are varied since youth can be seen in terms of chronological age and in 
terms of youth hood which is a specific stage between childhood and 
adulthood. This being a transition period is marked by several challenges 
as the individual finds his or her position in the society. The definition of 
who is a youth is determined and affected by several factors; social, 
cultural. Political and economic which may be beyond the control of the 
individual? 

The place of youth in Kenya is well articulated in the Constitution ,Article 
55,where the  State has an obligation to ;take measures and  affirmative 
action’s programs ,to ensure that the youth- 

Annex II



 

 

 

(a) Access relevant education and training 
(b) Have opportunities to associate, be represented and 

participate in political, social economic and other spheres of life; 
(c) Access employment; and  
(d) Are protected from harmful cultural practices and 

exploitation.” 

 

Policy, Legal and Regulatory Frameworks Addressing Youth Issues 

Young people form the largest segment of Kenya population: According 
to the 2019 Population census by the Kenya national bureau of Statistics 
(KNBS), out of the total population of 47.6 million, 35.7 million were aged 
below 35 years, comprising 75.1% of the entire population. Accordingly, 
adolescents,(10-19 years formed 24.5 % while those aged 18 to 34 years 
made up 29 % of the population. This implies that Kenya has a youth 
bulge, which is a critical concept in thinking and planning the future. It is 
also critical to note that unemployment rate among the youth has been 
rising: Currently, the rate is at around 7.27%, while in 2019 it was 7.24 
%. 

In view of the above scenario, the government is aware of the urgent 
need to empower youth in order to turn the bulge into an asset. 

More than ever before, the situation is much more critical with the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has wrought devastating economic 
impacts in world economies. Youth have been more affected than any 
other segment with massive job losses and collapsing of businesses. All 
these call for much more concerted efforts among all stakeholders 
towards youth empowerment. 



To address youth issues holistically, Kenya has developed a number of 
policies which provide guidance and direction in designing, developing 
and implementing youth development programmes.This is in line with the 
African Charter which states that every State Party is required to develop 
a comprehensive and coherent youth development policy. 

 Key among these policies includes; 

• The Kenya National Youth Policy, 2007
• Kenya Vision 2030 (2008) and its Medium Terms plans
• The National Youth Council act 2009
• Youth Enterprise Development Fund (YEDF,2007
• AGPO affirmative action2013 and finally
• Kenya Youth Development Policy 2019 which has comprehensively

integrated all existing policies, legal and regulatory frameworks
national development issues.

The Kenya Youth Development Policy (KYDP 2019) 

The State Department for Youth affairs (SDYA) is guided by the KYDP, 
2019 in addressing issues facing the youth. The KYDP, 2019 was 
developed through a broad consultative process where all relevant 
stakeholders were involved. The policy is based on government belief 
and commitment of the importance of a strong partnerships and multi-
agency approach including Youth, Private sector, Development Partners, 
Youth Serving Organizations, Faith Based Organizations, and other 
stakeholders in its implementation. The objectives of the policy are 
pursued through a right- based, professional ,mainstreamed ,sustainable 



and coordinated approaches guided by the national values and principles 
of governance as articulated in article 10 of the Kenyan constitution. 

The Youth play an active role in identifying their needs and taking 
necessary action with support of stakeholders. 

The Department is aware that youth are heterogeneous, their needs 
differ. There are different categories of youth; 

• Male and female
• Educated and uneducated
• Formally trained and informally trained
• Rural and urban residents
• In-school and out of school youth
• Adolescents and young adults
• Youth with special needs and able bodied
• Economically engaged or not
• Skilled ,semi-skilled and unskilled
• Youth living on the streets
• Youth infected and not infected with HIV?AIDs
• Unemployed
• Incarcerated among others

KYDP (2019) categories of youth targeted 

Special attention is given to the following categories of youth; 

(a) Out of school youth
(b) Youth with special needs
(c) Youth living on the streets and vagrant youth
(d) Youth living with HIV/Aids
(e) Youth in the road transport sector (Boda Boda, Taxis)



 

 

 

(f) Youth living in informal settlements 

 

Challenges facing youth 

The challenges facing the youth fall in different domains but are all 
interrelated. 

(1) Lack of access to resources 
(2) unemployment 
(3) Health related challenges 
(4) Skills miss-match 
(5) Social issues  ( early and unintended pregnancies, crime and defiant 

behavior, organized crime, radicalization and extremism 
(6) Drugs and substance abuse 
(7) Limited participation in economic, political spheres 
(8) Limited access to safe public spaces 
(9) Limited and poor housing 
(10) Sexual and gender based violence 
(11) Cyber crime 
(12) Limited access to ICT  among others 

 

How Is The Department Addressing The Challenges Facing The Youth? 

The government has put in place programs and affirmative actions to 
address youth issues as demanded by the constitution. The state 
department has been implementing several programs in partnership with 
stake holders as outlined in the following table 



 

 

 

S/NO ISSUES/CHALLENGES PROGRAMS/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION  IN 
PLACE 

01 unemployment • YEDF-loans,BDS 
• Uwezo Fund 
• AGPO  
• KYEOP-skills,apprenticeship,BDS, 
• www.ajiradigital.go.ke 
• Youth internships 
• Youth attachments 

02 Youth participation • NYC Act 
• Established NYC 
• Kikaos-diologue forums for youth in 

informal settlement 
• ICT innovation hubs 
• Peace building forums 
• Exchange programs 
• Leadership trainings 

 
 

03 ICT , Innovation and 
talent development 

• Innovation week 
• www.WhiteBox.go.ke 
• PDTP 

  
• Studio mashinani,Sinema Mashinani 
• ICT Innovation hubs 

04 Environment and 
Agriculture 

• Tree planting 
• Sensitization on importance of 

embracing agriculture 
06 Youth and Health issues • Health clinics 

• Sensitization on mental health 



 

 

 

 

 

Objectives of the Kenya Youth Development Policy  

The overall objective of the Policy is to empower the youth and harness 
their potential for realization of sustainable development. The specific 
objectives include to: 

(i) Realize a healthy and productive youth population; 
(ii)   Build qualified and competent youth workforce for sustained 

social economic development;  
(iii)  Create opportunities for skilling youth to earn decent and 

sustainable livelihoods; 
(iv)   Develop youth talent, creativity and innovation for wealth 

creation;  
(v)  Nurture value, moral, ethical generation of patriotic youth for 

transformative leadership; 
(vi)   Effective civic participation and representation among the youth; 
(vii)  Promote a crime free, secure, peaceful and united Kenya where no 

young Kenyan is left behind; 
(viii)   Support youth engagement in environmental management for 

sustainable 

 

The key priority areas for the Policy intervention include:  
 
(i) Supporting youth development, health, nutrition and 

wellbeing;  
(ii) Eradicating drugs and substance abuse among youth; 



 

 

 

(iii)   Investing in education, training and skills development; 
(iv)   Institutionalizing and strengthening apprenticeship and 

internship programs; 
(v)  Addressing youth unemployment, underemployment and 

inactivity; 
(vi)   Building capacity of the youth to fully integrate them into the 

Country’s technological transformation;  
(vii)  Ensuring sustainable financing of youth programs,  

Transforming agriculture to make it attractive to youth; 
(viii)  Promoting entrepreneurs, training, mentorship, internships, 

attachments, business incubations and partnerships; 
(ix)   Strengthening frameworks for labor export;  
(x) Supporting labor management information systems; 
(xi)   Creativity, talent identification and innovative development;  

(ix) Entrenching positive morals, values, patriotism and volunteerism 
for transformative leadership; 

(x)   Supporting effective civic participation and representation; 
(xi)   Promoting a crime free, secure, peaceful and cohesive Country; 
(xii) Promoting mechanisms that support youth engagement in the 

development, protection, conservation of natural resources and 
environment while engaging in eco-entrepreneurship and green 
jobs;  

(xiii)  Building capacity of the youth in green processes, technology and 
waste management; and, 

(xiv)   Building of digital skills and leveraging young people’s natural 
affinity with technology which is a powerful way to help the nation 
grow and strengthen its economic base and become more 
competitive in today’s globalized markets 



 Rights, Responsibilities and obligations of the youth 

The Policy recognizes the importance of youth to enjoy their 
youthfulness. Irrespective of social status, ethnic origin, sex, the youth 
have a right to life. These rights as stipulated in Chapter 4 of the 
Constitution of Kenya (2010) are: 

i. Right to life;
ii. Quality education;
iii. Good health;
iv. Marriage at the legal age of consent;
v. Protection from abuse, sexual exploitation and trafficking;
vi. Seek decent and fulfilling employment;
vii. Adequate shelter, food, clothing and basic services;
viii. Protection from harmful conditions and cultural practices and

exploitation;
ix. Freedom of speech, expression and association;
x. Participate in making decisions that affect their lives;
xi. Protection from social, economic and political manipulation;
xii. Ownership, secure tenure and protection of property;
xiii. Protection from harmful cultural practices and exploitation.

Responsibilities and Obligations of the Youth

 The Policy seeks not only to safeguard the rights of the youth, but also to 
help them be: 

i) Patriotic and loyal to Kenya and promote the country’s well-being;

ii) Contribute to social-economic development at all levels, including
through volunteerism;



 

 

 

 iii) Create and promote respect for humanity, sustain peaceful co-
existence, national unity and stability; 

 iv) Protect the environment;  

v) Help to support and protect those who are disadvantaged and 
vulnerable; 

 vi) Promote democracy and the rule of law;  

vii) Create gainful employment;  

viii) Take advantage of available education and training opportunities; ix) 
Develop a positive attitude towards work and entrepreneurship; 

 x) Lead healthy lifestyles and shun harmful/negative habits (e.g. 
gambling, misuse of social media, drugs use and substance abuse); 

 xi) Avoid indulging in careless and irresponsible sex and risky sexual 
behavior; and take responsible charge of their lives.  

 Obligations of parents, guardians and caregivers  

 The strong family ties inherited from our traditional societies, which 
called for mutual respect between the various age groups, have 
weakened. As a result, signs of rebellion are visible among a number of 
youth. The Policy spells out obligations for parents and guardians. Parents 
shall: 

i) Promote responsible parenting; 
ii)   Provide positive role models for the youth; 
iii)  Provide equal opportunities and access to family to the youth, 

regardless of their sex;  
iv)  Meet basic and material needs of the youth; 



 

 

 

v)  Provide guidance and counselling to the youth against harmful 
habits and practices including gambling, misuse of social media, 
irresponsible sexual behavior 

 Obligations of the State  

 It is the obligation of the State to ensure that all its citizens are served to 
their expectation. It should carefully plan and be involved in developing 
the youth to be responsible and available to contribute to the current and 
future nation-building efforts. Specifically, the State shall: 

i. Be the lead agent in supporting the implementation of the youth 
Policy. This support should cover all the envisaged initiatives and 
programs including: creation of sufficient employment 
opportunities for the youth, education and training and setting up 
friendly health facilities for the youth including improved access to 
mental health facilities and rehabilitation centres; 

ii.   Improve access to secure tenure to those in informal settlements; 
iii.   Ensure that the youth enjoy their State rights; 
iv.   Provide the necessary framework for youth to fulfil their 

obligations;  
v.  Provide quality education and skills development; 
vi.   Create a mechanism and opportunities for involvement of youth in 

internship, and volunteerism; vii. Ensure that youth in conflict 
situations are mainstreamed into national youth initiatives;  

vii. Assist the youth to access subsidized loans to enhance and improve 
the economic and entrepreneurial development potential through 
Government Affirmative Action Programs and initiatives; and, 

viii.   Put in place mechanisms for provision of psychosocial 
interventions and initiatives to address issues of social disorders, 



 

 

 

substance abuse cessation, family/relationship problems, 
depression, anxiety, social abuse, violence among the youth.  

 

 Obligations of the Private Sector 

The private sector shall take part in job creation and employment of the 
youth; engage in entrepreneurial development, internship, 
apprenticeship, mentorship/coaching, provision of information and 
transfer of technology and skills. 

 

THANK YOU 

 

Prepared by: Nancy Gathigi, 11th ,March,2021 

 

 



PLANNING YOUR LOCAL EVENT 

In order to plan your local event, please fill in the scheme below with all the information required. 
The scheme will help you to identify at best the steps to follow and to prevent risks you can 
encounter during your local work. 

TITLE  
(Name of the activity) 

BACKGROUND/CONTEXT  
(What is the situation?What are the needs 
of the place where you want to implement 

the activity?) 

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES  
(What is the goal? How it is related with the 

context of the project?) 

TARGET/PEOPLE  
(The activity is directed to whom?) 

PLACE/WHERE  
(Where do you will implement the activity?) 

STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED/TO INVOLVE 
(Do you plan/want to involve others? 

Who?) 

ACTIVITY/IES  
(What kind of activity you want to realize? 

How it will work?) 

ROLES  
(Who will implement the activity and what 

will be responsible for?) 

EXPECTED OUTCOMES  
(Why you are doing this activity? What 

change/results you want to obtain?) 

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY  
(How do you plan to promote, share and 

communicate the activity?)  

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Annex III



 

 

 

(How you can be sure your activity reached 
the objectives / will be successful?) 

TIMELINE: WHEN - WHAT  
(In which period you want to realize the 
activity? Describe when you will do the 

actions of the activity described) 

 

 
 
 
 



PLANNING YOUR ONLINE  
DISSEMINATION STRATEGY 

In order to plan your dissemination strategy, please fill in the scheme below with all the 
information required. The scheme will help you to identify at best the steps to follow and to 
prevent risks you can encounter during your online work. 

TITLE  
(Use the name of the local activity) 

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES  
(What is the goal? How it is related with the 

planned local activity?) 

TARGET/PEOPLE  
(The activity is directed to whom?) 

TOOLS/MEDIA  
(Where do you will implement the activity?) 

PARTNER/TESTIMONIAL/INFLUENCER/ETC 
(Do you plan/want to involve others? 

Who?) 

ACTIVITY/IES  
(What kind of activity you want to realize? 

How it will work?) 

ROLES  
(Who will implement the activity and what 

will be responsible for?) 

EXPECTED OUTCOMES  
(Why you are doing this activity? What 

change/results you want to obtain?) 

EVALUATION CRITERIA  
(How you can be sure your activity reached 

the objectives / will be successful?) 

TIMELINE: WHEN - WHAT  
(In which period you want to realize the 
activity? Describe when you will do the 

actions of the activity described) 
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